Technical Brief: Asymptotic Temperature Distribution in a Simulated Combustion Chamber
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In an axisymmetric model of a solid rocket motor, a cylindrical combustion chamber with porous walls is considered. For a posited range of operating parameters, the energy equation is perturbed and linearized using the dimensionless Péclet number. The possibility of circumventing chemical reactions while retaining the essential physics of the problem is explored. This is accomplished by artificially introducing a distributed heat source above the propellant surface. The resulting energy equation is then solved to zeroth order. The analytical solution and corresponding temperature maps are verified qualitatively using comparisons with numerical simulations of the combustion chamber.
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1 Introduction

Theoretical studies of aeroacoustic instability in solid rocket motors may be grouped under two categories: (1) those attempting to model unsteady combustion with limited emphasis on the internal flow details [1–6]; and (2) those attempting to describe the core flow details of a nonreactive mixture [7–11]. Over the years, both approaches have proven to be useful and complementary. Exceptions to this classification exist and these can be illustrated in the resurging computational studies of Apte and Yang [12], Roh, Tseng and Yang [13], Roh and Culick [14], Venugopal et al. [15,16], and Vuillot and co-workers [17,18]. By focusing on numerical simulations, as opposed to analytical solutions of the internal flowfield, these studies have managed to combine the complex aeroacoustic interactions with the elements of combustion. Aside from these numerical studies, the intrinsic coupling between thermal and aeroacoustic modes has been often ignored in purely analytical studies.

In this work, we present a simple mathematical model that can couple the gas dynamics with the heat generated from propellant combustion. The model leads to a thermal solution of the flowfield that can mimic the effects of chemical reactions and entropy gradients that one normally associates with propellant combustion.

At first, the basic nature of the equations is examined. This enables us to identify small parameters that can be effectively used to simplify the model. The work is directed toward normalizing the energy equation by introducing a distributed heat source to replace the flame zone above the propellant surface. We ignore, at this stage, nonlinear heat radiation. Then, after providing estimates for various transport properties, we solve the ensuing equations using asymptotic expansions and compare our results to predictions made by other researchers.

2 Mathematical Model

As shown in Fig. 1, the coordinate system is so chosen that the longitudinal axis of the motor corresponds to the $z$ axis. Due to symmetry, the domain of interest is reduced to $0 \leq r \leq R$, and $0 \leq z \leq L$. As usual, the internal radius of the cylindrical grain is denoted by $R$ while the length of the grain is labeled $L$. A constant heat flux is imposed along the sidewall in a manner to account for the chemical reaction energy released during surface combustion.

The energy equation is written under the tacit assumptions that the flow is steady, incompressible, and axisymmetric with constant transport properties. Furthermore, we assume that the fluid enters the chamber at a uniform velocity $V$ and that chemical reactions are confined to a thin sheet above the burning surface.

2.1 Governing Equation and Boundary Conditions. The energy equation under the stated assumptions can be expressed by

$$
\rho c_p \left( u_r \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} + u_z \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} \right) = \left( \frac{\partial p}{\partial r} - \frac{\partial p}{\partial r} \right) + \left( \frac{\partial p}{\partial r} + \frac{\partial p}{\partial r} \right)
$$

$$
= \frac{k}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} \right) + \frac{k}{r^2} \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial z^2} + \dot{Q}
$$

$$
+ 2 \mu \frac{u_r^2}{r^2} + \left( \frac{\partial u_r}{\partial r} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial u_z}{\partial z} \right)^2 + \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial u_z}{\partial z} \right)^2 \right]
$$

(1)

where the temperature boundary conditions correspond to

$$
r^\ast = 0, \quad \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} = 0, \quad r^\ast = R, \quad T^\ast = T_w
$$

(2)
Here $T_w$ is the adiabatic flame temperature at the wall; $T_s$ is the stagnation temperature at the head end; and $T_c$ refers to the throat condition at the downstream end. It is expedient to normalize Eqs. (1)–(3) using

$$r = \frac{r^*}{R}; \quad z = \frac{z^*}{L}; \quad u_r = \frac{u_r^*}{V}; \quad u_z = \frac{u_z^*}{V}; \quad p = \frac{p^*}{\rho V^2}$$

$$\hat{Q} = \frac{\dot{Q}^*}{\rho c_p(T_s - T_w)V}$$

and

$$T = \frac{T^* - T_w}{T_s - T_w}$$

Following back substitution, the energy equation reduces to

$$u_r \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} + u_z \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} = -EC \left( \frac{\partial p}{\partial r} + \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial z} \right) + \frac{1}{Pe} \left( \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} \right) + \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial z^2} \right) + \hat{Q}^* + \frac{\dot{Q}^*}{\rho c_p(T_s - T_w)V}$$

$$= \frac{2}{Pe} \left( \frac{u_r^2}{r^2} + \frac{\partial u_r}{\partial r} \right)^2 + \frac{2}{Pe} \left( \frac{\partial u_z}{\partial r} \right)^2 + \frac{2}{Pe} \left( \frac{\partial u_z}{\partial z} \right)^2$$

(6)

where $\phi = R/L$ is the motor’s aspect ratio and $Re, Pr, Pe,$ and $Ec$ symbolize the Reynolds, Prandtl, Péclet, and Eckert numbers. These are given by

$$Re = \frac{VR}{\nu}; \quad Pr = \frac{\mu c_p}{k}; \quad Pe = Re Pr; \quad Ec = \frac{V^2}{c_p(T_s - T_w)}$$

(7)

The normalized boundary conditions become

$$T(1, z) = 0; \quad \frac{\partial T(0, z)}{\partial z} = 0; \quad T(r, 0) = 1; \quad T(r, 1) = \hat{T}$$

(8)

where

$$\hat{T} = \frac{T_c - T_w}{T_s - T_w}; \quad T_s = \frac{1}{2} T_c(\gamma + 1); \quad \gamma = 1.4$$

(9)

The last relation is due to the fundamental dependence of the static temperature on the stagnation temperature for choked conditions at the downstream end. It can be developed from $T_s = T[1 + (1/2)(\gamma - 1)M^2]$ for $M = 1$.

2.2 Dynamic Similarity Parameters. Given a gas mixture at 1000–3500 K and 10–100 bar, the dynamic viscosity is calculated to be $10^{-5}$–$10^{-4}$ N s/m². Then using Chung’s correlation [19], the thermal conductivity is found to be approximately 2.0 W/m K. For the stated range of temperatures and pressures, one obtains a Prandtl number of order $10^{-2}$. The Péclet number can hence vary from a small to a very large value. As the injection Reynolds number is varied from 10 to $10^6$, the Péclet number changes from $10^{-1}$ to $10^9$. In this study, we consider the case corresponding to the lower end of the injection rate, namely, to that of a small Péclet number.

In addition to the reciprocal of the Reynolds number, the problem exhibits another small parameter that can be used in the asymptotic work. Using average values of $V = 5$ m/s, $T_s \approx 3500$ K, $T_w \approx 700$ K, and $c_p = 1500$ J/kg K, it can be seen that the Eckert number in Eq. (7) is of order $6 \times 10^{-6}$. Being the ratio of kinetic and thermal energies, a small Eckert number corresponds to a setting in which thermal energy dominates over mean kinetic energy. This result is generally true inside a solid rocket motor (SRM) except for a small region near the nozzle throat. The assumption of $Ec$ being small enables us to decouple the energy equation from the momentum equation. As evidenced by Eq. (6), both velocity and pressure become weak functions of temperature. This realization justifies the decoupling of thermal effects in some SRM core flow models such as those used by Culick [20], Vuillot [21], Casalis et al. [22], Couton et al. [23–25], and others.

Finally, in the interest of algebraic clarity, the present analysis is carried out for $\phi = 1$. This assumption typifies aspect ratios used in upper stage rocket motors. The same approach may be repeated for $\phi \ll 1$.

3 Small Péclet Number Solution

While the Eckert number remains the smallest perturbation quantity in Eq. (6), the Péclet number can be used either as a small, or a large parameter depending on the size of Re. In rocket motors, the large Pe injection combination is the more likely scenario. In this section, however, the small Péclet, moderate injection case is considered. Our solution extends over the range Re $\sim$[10–100] that is of practical importance in some internal flow studies. In a recent core flow study carried out at the Center for Simulation of Advanced Rockets, an injection Reynolds number of 47.6 was used throughout the simulation [16].

3.1 Double Perturbation Expansions. Fortwith, one can multiply Eq. (6) by $Pe$ and expand each variable in the two perturbation parameters, $1/Re$ and $Pe$. Next, terms of zeroth order in both perturbation parameters can be collected. One obtains the energy equation at zeroth order, namely

$$\frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r \frac{\partial T_0}{\partial r} \right) + \frac{2}{Pe} \frac{\partial^2 T_0}{\partial z^2} = \frac{\dot{Q}}{\rho c_p(T_s - T_w)V}$$

(10)

The first and second superscripts denote the order in $1/Re$ and $Pe$, respectively. Equation (10) is subject to the boundary conditions given by Eq. (8). Furthermore, it can be seen that the equation is linear and amenable to separation of variables. Using the method of superposition, a solution can be obtained and expressed in terms of eigenfunction expansions.

3.2 Eigenfunction Expansions. One may subdivide the temperature into three parts

$$T_0 = T_{0,1}^{(0,0)} + T_{2}^{(0,0)} + T_{3}^{(0,0)}$$

(11)

This decomposition is deliberately pursued to facilitate the satisfaction of boundary conditions. Substitution into Eq. (10) gives rise to the following systems:

System 1

$$\frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r \frac{\partial T_{0,1}^{(0,0)}}{\partial r} \right) + \frac{2}{Pe} \frac{\partial^2 T_{0,1}^{(0,0)}}{\partial z^2} = 0$$

This solution is carried out and will be presented in a later work.
\[ T_1^{(0,0)}(r,0) = 1; \quad T_1^{(0,0)}(r,1) = 0 \]

\[ T_1^{(0,0)}(1,z) = 0; \quad \frac{\partial T_1^{(0,0)}}{\partial r}(0, z) = 0 \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (12)

System 2

\[ \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r \frac{\partial T_2^{(0,0)}}{\partial r} \right) + \frac{\partial^2 T_2^{(0,0)}}{\partial z^2} = 0 \]

\[ T_2^{(0,0)}(1,z) = 0; \quad \frac{\partial T_2^{(0,0)}}{\partial r}(0, z) = 0 \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (13)

and System 3

\[ \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left( r \frac{\partial T_3^{(0,0)}}{\partial r} \right) + \frac{\partial^2 T_3^{(0,0)}}{\partial z^2} = -\dot{Q} \]

\[ T_3^{(0,0)}(1,z) = 0; \quad \frac{\partial T_3^{(0,0)}}{\partial r}(0, z) = 0 \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (14)

Equations (12)–(14) consist of two Laplace equations with one nonhomogenous boundary condition, and one Poisson equation with homogenous boundary conditions. Their solution is described next.

### 3.3 Heat Source Addition

So far, we have only been concerned with the simplifications affecting the energy equation. The reaction energy released inside the combustion chamber is another ingredient that must be carefully evaluated. Since propellant physico-chemistry is not taken into consideration, the thermal energy release is distributed in the same manner that it is accounted for in basic two-dimensional models of premixed laminar flames (see Chu et al. [26], and Vyasya et al. [27]). Here, we permit the heat to be delivered along a sheet above the propellant surface. This thin-sheet approximation is conveniently modeled using the Dirac delta function (see Fig. 1 for the tentative positioning of the heat source). Mathematically, this operation can be expressed by

\[ \dot{Q} = \delta(z) \delta(r - b) \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (15)

where \( \dot{Q}(z) \) is the rate of heat generation that is allowed to vary along the chamber axis.

### 3.4 Leading Order Solution

Equations (12) and (13) can be solved using separation of variables and eigenfunction expansions. They can then be superimposed using Eq. (11) to construct the total solution at zeroth order in both perturbation variables. To start, we use

\[ T_1^{(0,0)}(r,z) = \Phi(r) \Psi(z) \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (16)

Substituting this product into Eq. (12), one gets

\[ \frac{d^2 \Phi}{dr^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{d \Phi}{dr} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{d \Psi}{dz} + \frac{d^2 \Psi}{dz^2} = 0 \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (17)

with

\[ \frac{d \Phi}{dr}(0) = 0, \quad \Phi(1) = 0, \quad \Psi(1) = 0, \quad \Psi(0) = 1 \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (18)

At the outset, one obtains

\[ T_1^{(0,0)}(r,z) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} K_n \sinh[\lambda_n(1-z)] J_0(\lambda_n r) \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (19)

The nonhomogeneous boundary condition at \( z=0 \) can now be used to determine \( K_n \). One finds

\[ K_n = \frac{1}{\sinh(\lambda_n)} \int_0^1 \frac{r J_1(\lambda_n r) dr}{\int_0^1 r J_1^2(\lambda_n r) dr} = \frac{2}{\lambda_n r J_1(\lambda_n r) \sinh(\lambda_n)} \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (20)

Likewise, Eq. (13) can be solved to get

\[ K_n = \frac{2 \dot{Q}}{\lambda_n r J_1(\lambda_n r) \sinh(\lambda_n)} \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (21)

Solutions of Eqs. (12) and (13) can be added to obtain

\[ T_1^{0,0} + T_2^{0,0} + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} 2 J_0(\lambda_n r) [\sinh(\lambda_n (1-z)] + \ddot{T} \sinh(\lambda_n z)] / \lambda_n \sinh(\lambda_n) J_1(\lambda_n r) \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (22)

Having reached a partial solution, one may solve the remaining system given by Eq. (14). One retrieves

\[ T_3^{0,0} = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} B_{mn} \sin(m \pi z) J_0(\lambda_n r) \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (23)

Expanding Eq. (15) and using the orthogonality of eigenfunctions, one determines the double eigenfunction expansion coefficients. These are

\[ \dot{q}(z) \delta(r-b) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} A_{mn} \sin(m \pi z) J_0(\lambda_n r) \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (24)

and so

\[ A_{mn} = \frac{\int_0^1 \int_0^1 \dot{q}(z) \delta(r-b) \sin(m \pi z) J_0(\lambda_n r) r dz dr}{\int_0^1 \int_0^1 \sin^2(m \pi z) J_0^2(\lambda_n r) r dz dr} = \frac{4 J_0(\lambda_n b)}{\dot{J}_0^2(\lambda_n)} \int_0^1 \int_0^1 \dot{q}(z) \sin(m \pi z) dz \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (25)

By substituting Eq. (23) into the left-hand-sides of Eq. (14), it is possible to determine the \( A_{mn} \) coefficients by relating Eq. (23) to the double expansion coefficients of Eq. (25). One gets

\[ B_{mn} = \frac{A_{mn}}{m \pi^2 + \lambda_n^2} \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (26)

This completes our leading-order solution in both perturbation parameters. We now have

\[ T^{0,0} = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} 2 J_0(\lambda_n r) [\sinh(\lambda_n (1-z)] + \ddot{T} \sinh(\lambda_n z)] / \lambda_n \sinh(\lambda_n) J_1(\lambda_n r) \] + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} B_{mn} \sin(m \pi z) J_0(\lambda_n r) \]  \hspace{0.5cm} (27)

### 4 Results

To better understand the solution behavior, we have plotted the constant temperature contour maps derived from \( T^{0,0} \). The heat source is distributed along a thin sheet located at a radial distance of \( b=0.9 \). We have chosen a spatially uniform heat generation in accordance with the standard thin sheet approximation. This may be justifiable insofar as averaging of unsteady flame variations over time yields a constant flame profile. We have considered three separate cases characterized by three orders of magnitude variations in the heat generation rate.
...and in the vicinity of 3500 K. Given that the imposed heat distribution to that obtained in a solid rocket motor, we realize that the observed distribution overestimates the maximum temperature in an actual motor. Since our normalized peak temperature of 2.2 corresponds to about 5000 K, it constitutes a modest exaggeration of practical values. In rockets, one expects this temperature to fall.

Presently, we have used only 25 eigenvalues in the radial and axial directions. By carrying out a sensitivity analysis, we have found that further increases in the number of eigenvalues (e.g., to 30) do not affect the solution in the core. The small temperature variations along the boundaries, however, must be tolerated. It can be verified that the average values of these deviations over the radial and longitudinal lengths add up to the prescribed boundary values. The justification for $\hat{T}=0.8$ is based on Eq. (9). Since our analysis has indicated that the value of $\hat{T}$ varies between 0.77 and 0.8, the upper limit has been chosen. The skewed thermal contours in the downstream direction can be attributed to the relatively weak heat source. The slow variation in the temperature near the wall leads to a shallow temperature gradient that does not conform to temperature predictions in rocket motors. This rate of heat release is clearly not sufficient to reproduce the desired thermal field.

4.2 Case 2: $b=0.9$, $\hat{T}=0.8$, and $\hat{q}=2.5$. To better simulate rocket motor conditions, the heat source is first increased by one order of magnitude. As shown in Fig. 2(b), it can be seen that, for a large heat generation rate, a steeper gradient in temperature is obtained that can mimic the temperature gradient between the burning surface and the flame inside a solid rocket motor. The nearly symmetric temperature map is the outcome of a dominant heat source and a weak convective motion. Also, the intense heat generation near $r=0.9$ roughly approximates the mechanism of heat generation associated with a laminar premixed flame. However, by comparing the magnitude of the normalized temperature distribution to that obtained in a solid rocket motor, we realize that the observed distribution overestimates the maximum temperature in an actual motor. Since our normalized peak temperature of 2.2 corresponds to about 5000 K, it constitutes a modest exaggeration of practical values. In rockets, one expects this temperature to fall.

5 Conclusions

An asymptotic investigation is carried out to estimate the transport properties and physical quantities arising in the energy equation applied to a simulated solid rocket motor chamber. The study reveals the presence of three contributing parameters. These are the Eckert number, the injection Reynolds number, and the Péclet number. The Eckert number is found to be so small that it leads to the decoupling of temperature effects on the mean flow motion. This confirms the routinely used assumptions made by previous investigators. In the present work, the small Péclet, moderate injection case is considered. Also, the use of the Dirac delta function to model the desired heat source displacement appears to be a viable artifact. The fair agreement with temperature maps in rocket motors provides the raison d’être for this basic formulation. In future work, the analysis may be extended to higher orders by fully incorporating the convective mean flow effects. Along similar lines, the heat source location may be adjusted by relating $b$ to flame zone dynamics.
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